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We discuss the problem of separating the total correlations in a given quantum joint probability distribution
into nonlocality, contextuality and classical correlations. Bell discord and Mermin discord which qunatify
nonlocality and contextuality of quantum correlations are interpreted as distance measures in the nonsignaling
polytope. A measure of total correlations is introduced to divide the total amount of correlations into a purely
nonclassical part and a classical part. We show that quantum correlations satisfy additivity relations among
these three measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
When measurements on an ensemble of entangled particles
give rise to the violations of a Bell inequality [1, 2], one may
ask the question of EPR2 [3] whether all the particle pairs in
the ensemble behave nonlocally or only some pairs are non-
locally correlated and the other pairs are locally correlated.
EPR2 approach to quantum correlation consists in decompos-
ing the given quantum joint probability distribution into non-
local and local distributions to find out whether the correla-
tion is fully nonlocal or it has local content. EPR2 showed
that if the particles pairs are in the singlet state, they all be-
have nonlocally. However, EPR2 showed that nonmaximally
entangled states cannot have nonlocality purely. Thus, total
correlations arising from measurements on composite quan-
tum systems can be divided into a purely nonlocal part and a
local part.
In Ref. [4], Bell discord and Mermin discord has been pro-
posed as measures of quantum correlations to quantify nonlo-
cality and contextuality of symmetric discordant states [5–7]
and it has been shown that any quantum correlation can be de-
composed as a convex mixture of a irreducible nonlocal cor-
relation, a irreducible contextual correlation and a local box
which has null Bell discord and null Mermin discord. The
canonical decomposition for quantum correlations suggests
that when measurements on an ensemble of bipartite quantum
system gives rise to Bell discord and Mermin discord simul-
taneously, the ensemble can be divided into a purely nonlocal
part, a contextual part and a local part which might have clas-
sical correlations.
In this work, we discuss the analogous problem of dividing
the total correlations in a given quantum state into a purely
nonclassical part and a classical part [8, 10, 11] in quantum
joint probability distributions. We show that Bell discord and
Mermin discord are interpreted as distance measures in the
nonsignaling polytope and thus they are analogous to geomet-
ric measure of quantum discord [12]. Inspired by this inter-
pretation, we define a third distance measure to quantify the
amount of total correlations in quantum joint probability dis-
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tributions. We study additivity relation for quantum correla-
tions in two-qubit systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the
bipartite nonsignaling boxes which have two inputs and two
outputs per party. In Sec. III, we interpret Bell discord and
Mermin discord as distance measures and we define the third
distance measure. In Sec. IV, we investigate total correlations
in quantum boxes using these three measures. In Sec. V, we
present conclusions.
II. NS POLYTOPE OF BELL-CHSH SCENARIO
Bell-CHSH scenario [13] can be abstractly described in
terms black boxes shared between two spatially separated ob-
servers; Alice and Bob input two variables Ai and B j into the
box and obtain two distinct outputs am and bn on their part
of the box (i, j,m, n ∈ {0, 1}). The behavior of a given box is
described by the set of 16 joint probability distributions,
P(am, bn|Ai, B j) = 14[1 + (−1)
m 〈Ai〉 + (−1)n 〈B j〉
+(−1)m⊕n 〈AiB j〉], (1)
where 〈AiB j〉 = ∑m=n P(am, bn|Ai, B j) −∑m,n P(am, bn|Ai, B j)
are joint expectation values, and, 〈Ai〉 = P(a0|Ai) − P(a1|Ai)
and 〈B j〉 = P(b0|B j) − P(b1|B j) are marginal expectation val-
ues. Here ⊕ denotes addition modulus 2. The set of nonsignal-
ing boxes (N) corresponding to this scenario forms an 8 di-
mensional convex polytope which has 24 extremal boxes [14]:
they are 8 PR-boxes,
PαβγPR (am, bn|Ai, B j) =
{
1
2 , m ⊕ n = i j ⊕ αi ⊕ β j ⊕ γ
0, otherwise, (2)
and 16 deterministic boxes:
PαβγD =

1, m = αi ⊕ β,
n = γ j ⊕ 
0, otherwise.
(3)
The NS polytope can be divided into two parts: nonlocal
region and Bell polytope. The set of local boxes forms the Bell
polytope (L) which is a convex hull of the 16 deterministic
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2boxes: if P(am, bn|Ai, B j) ∈ L,
P(am, bn|Ai, B j) =
15∑
l=0
qlPlD;
∑
l
ql = 1. (4)
Here l = αβγ. Quantum correlations obtained by mea-
surements on composite systems form a convex subset of
nonsignaling correlations and is sandwitched between the
nonlocal region and the Bell polytope [2].
Local reversible operations (LRO) are analogous to local
unitary operations in quantum theory. It is known that Alice
and Bob can not decrease entanglement and can not create
entanglement from separability by local unitary operations on
the quantum states [15], similarly, nonlocality and locality are
invariant under LRO as they does not convert a deterministic
box into a PR-box and vice versa. LRO include relabeling
of party’s inputs and outputs as follows: Alice changing her
input i → i ⊕ 1, and changing her output conditioned on the
input: m→ m ⊕ αi ⊕ β. Bob can perform similar operations.
III. THE THREE DISTANCE MEASURES
The distance measures are useful tool in quantum informa-
tion theory to quantify nonclassicality quantum states and to
divide the total correlations in a given quantum state into a
nonclassical part and a purely a classical part [7, 8, 15]. In
Ref. [8], measures of quantum correlations that go beyond
entanglement were defined using the idea of distance mea-
sures and it was shown that the distance of a given state to
its closest product state gives total correlations. We will de-
fine a distance measure which is nonzero iff the given JPD is
nonproduct to quantify total correlations in quantum JPD.
A. Bell discord
All the Bell-CHSH inequalities [9],
Bαβγ := (−1)γ 〈A0B0〉 + (−1)β⊕γ 〈A0B1〉
+ (−1)α⊕γ 〈A1B0〉 + (−1)α⊕β⊕γ⊕1 〈A1B1〉 ≤ 2, (5)
form eight facets for the Bell polytope. We may consider the
eight Bell functions, Bαβγ, to form the eight orthogonal coor-
dinates for the metric space in which distance is measured by
Bαβ := |Bαβγ| as they satisfy triangle inequality.
Observation 1. Bell functions satisfy the triangle inequality,
Bαβ(P1, P2) ≤ Bαβ(P1) + Bαβ(P2). (6)
Proof. Consider the following correlation,
P = pP000PR + qP
001
PR , (7)
which has B00(P) = 4|p − q|. Here B00(P) can be regarded as
measuring the distance between the boxes P1 = pP000PR + (1 −
p)PN and P2 = qP001PR +(1−q)PN which haveB00(P1) = 4p andB00(P2) = 4q. The triangle inequality in Eq. (6) follows since
B00(P1, P2) = 4|p−q| ≤ Bαβ(P1)+Bαβ(P2) = 4p+4q = 4. 
The isotropic PR-boxes,
PαβγiPR = pnlP
αβγ
PR + (1 − pnl)PN , (8)
define the eight orthogonal coordinates in which each coordi-
nate is a line joining a PR-box and white noise. Geometrically
for a given correlations, each Bαβ measures the distance of a
box which is, in general, different than the given correlation.
The white noise, PN , which has Bαβγ = 0 is at the origin.
Since a PR-box can lie on top of only one facet, the distance
of a PR-box from the origin is measured by only one of the
Bell functions. For instance, the PR-box, P00γPR , gives B00 = 4
and the rest of the Bαβ = 0; it is at the largest distance from
the origin. Since the isotropic PR-boxes in Eq. (8) lie along
only one of the coordinates, they have Bαβ = 4pnl and the rest
of the three Bell functions take zero. The deterministic boxes,
which are at the faces of the Bell polytope, are simultaneously
measured by all the four Bell functions i.e., they give Bαβ = 2
for all αβ as they lie on the hyperplane.
Bell discord is constructed using the Bell functions as fol-
lows,
G = min
i
Gi, (9)
where G1 =
∣∣∣∣|B00 − B01| − |B10 − B11|∣∣∣∣ and G2 and G3 are
obtained by permuting Bαβ in G1. Here 0 ≤ G ≤ 4. The
deterministic boxes have G = 0, whereas the PR-boxes have
G = 4. As Bell discord is made up of Bαβ, it also satisfies the
triangle inequality.
Proposition 1. If a nonextremal correlation has irreducible
PR-box component, G measures how far the given correlation
from a local box that does not have minimal single PR-box
excess in the metric space defined by the Bell functions.
Proof. Any NS correlation can be written as a convex com-
bination of a irreducible PR-box and a local box which has
G = 0 [4],
P = G′PαβγPR + (1 − G′)PG=0L . (10)
This decomposition implies that the correlation which has ir-
reducible PR-box component lies between the line joining the
single PR-box and the local box that does not have minimal
single PR-box excess. Thus, Bell discord of the correlation
in Eq. (10) given by G(P) = 4G′ gives distance of the given
correlation from the G = 0 box in the canonical decomposi-
tion. 
Consider the following correlations,
P = pP000PR + qP
0000
D . (11)
For these correlations, B000 = pB000(P000PR ) + qB000(PD) =
4p + 2q = 2(p + 1) and G = 4p. Notice that, B00 ≥ G; B00
measures the distance of the correlation from the origin and
is equal to the sum of the distance of the noisy deterministic
box, qPD +(1−q)PN , and the noisy PR-box, pPPR +(1− p)PN ,
whereas G measures the distance of the correlation from the
deterministic box and is equal to the distance of the correlation
3from the origin minus the distance of the noisy deterministic
box.
Violation of Bell-CHSH inequality versus Bell discord:-
The canonical decomposition in Eq. (10) gives Bαβγ(P) =
4G′ + l(1 − G′), where l = Bαβγ
(
PG=0L
)
. Consider the case
when l ≥ 0. If G′ > 12 , it is for sure that the correlation gives
the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality. Now consider the
following two cases.
(i) Suppose Bαβγ
(
PG=0L
)
= 0, the correlations can not
give rise to the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality when
0 ≤ p ≤ 12 . Therefore, for the violation of the Bell-CHSH
inequality upon increasing the PR-box content, first the box
has to be lifted to the face of the Bell polytope by the PR-box
content which happens at G′ = 12 .
(ii) Suppose Bαβγ
(
PG=0L
)
= 2. Then any small amount of
the PR-box content will give rise to the violation of the Bell-
CHSH inequality because the box lies on the face of the Bell
polytope when G′ = 0.
Thus, the violation of Bell inequality depends on the
amount of irreducible PR-box content as well as the local box
in the cannical decomposition, whereas nonzero Bell discord
depends only on the amount of irreducible PR-box content.
Popescu and Rohrlich showed that all pure entangled states vi-
olate a Bell-CHSH inequality [16]. However, there are mixed
entangled states which do not violate a Bell-CHSH inequality
[15]. The reason for the nonviolation of any Bell inequality
by some entangled states is that the local box in the canonical
decomposition does not have sufficient amount of magnitude
for the Bell operator to lift the correlation to go outside the
Bell polytope.
B. Mermin discord
We may as well consider the eight Mermin functions,
Mαβγ := (α ⊕ β ⊕ 1){(−1)β 〈A0B1〉+(−1)α 〈A1B0〉}
+(α ⊕ β){(−1)γ 〈A0B0〉 + (−1)α⊕β⊕γ⊕1 〈A1B1〉}
for αβγ = 00γ, 01γ;
Mαβγ := (α ⊕ β){(−1)β 〈A0B1〉+(−1)α 〈A1B0〉}
+(α ⊕ β ⊕ 1){(−1)γ 〈A0B0〉 + (−1)α⊕β⊕γ⊕1 〈A1B1〉}
for αβγ = 10γ, 11γ, (12)
to form eight orthogonal coordinates for the metric space in
which Mαβ := |Mαβγ| serve as the distance function. The
eight Mermin boxes, PαβγM : for αβγ = 00γ, 10γ,
PαβγM (am, bn|Ai, B j) =

1
4 , i ⊕ j = 0
1
2 , m ⊕ n = i · j ⊕ αi ⊕ β j ⊕ γ
0, otherwise,
and, for αβγ = 01γ, 11γ,
PαβγM (am, bn|Ai, B j) =

1
4 , i ⊕ j = 1
1
2 , m ⊕ n = i · j ⊕ αi ⊕ β j ⊕ γ
0, otherwise
(13)
lie along extremum of only one of the coordinates. Therefore,
the distance of the isotropic Mermin boxes,
PαβγiM = pcP
αβγ
M + (1 − pc)PN , (14)
are measured by only one of the Mermin functions i.e., they
have Mαβ = 2pc and the rest of the three Mermin functions
take zero.
Mermin discord is constructed using the Mermin functions
as follows,
Q = min
i
Qi. (15)
Here Q1 =
∣∣∣∣|M00 − M01| − |M10 − M11|∣∣∣∣ and Q2 and Q3
are obtained by permuting Mαβ in Q1. Since the distance of
the PR-boxes and the deterministic boxes are simultaneously
measured by two Mermin functions (i.e., they lie on the hy-
perplane), they have Q = 0. The isotropic Mermin boxes in
Eq. (14) have Q = 2pc.
Proposition 2. If a given correlation has nonzero Mermin dis-
cord, Q measures the distance of the given correlation from a
correlation that does not have minimal single Mermin box ex-
cess in the metric space of Mermin functions.
Proof. Any NS correlation can be decomposed as a convex
mixture of a Q = 2 box which lies on extremum of one of the
coordinates and a Q = 0 box [4],
P = Q′PαβγQ=2 + (1 − Q′)PQ=0. (16)
This decomposition implies that the correlation that has irre-
ducible Mermin box component lies between a line joining
the Q = 2 box and the Q = 0 box. Thus, Mermin discord
of the correlation in Eq. (16) given by Q(P) = 2Q′ measures
distance of the given correlation from the Q = 0 box, PQ=0, in
the canonical decomposition. 
C. T measure
Upto local reversible operations any quantum correlation
can be decomposed as a convex mixture of a PR-box and a
Mermin-box and a restricted local box,
P = G′P000PR + Q′
P000PR + P11γPR2
 + (1 − G′ − Q′)PG=0Q=0, (17)
where 12
(
P000PR + P
11γ
PR
)
are the two Mermin boxes canonical
to the PR-box, P000PR , and P
G=0
Q=0 is the local box which hasG = Q = 0. The local box in this decomposition is, in gen-
eral, a nonproduct box and therefore possesses classical corre-
lations. Thus, the canonical decomposition implies that total
nonclassical correlation in a given quantum joint probability
distribution is a sum of Bell discord and Mermin discord.
The observation that G and Q measure the distance of the
given box from the corresponding G = 0 box and Q = 0 box
invites us to define the quantity T that gives distance of the
given quantum box from the corresponding uncorrelated box
which is a product of the marginals of the given box.
4Definition 1. T is defined as follows,
T = max
αβ
Tαβ. (18)
Here,
Tαβ = |Bαβ − Bprodαβ |,
where,
Bprodαβ = | 〈A0〉 〈B0〉 + (−1)β 〈A0〉 〈B1〉
+(−1)α 〈A1〉 〈B0〉 + (−1)α⊕β⊕1 〈A1〉 〈B1〉 |.
This measure has the following properties:
1. T ≥ 0.
2. T = 0 iff the box is product i.e., P(am, bn|Ai, B j) =
PA(am|Ai)PB(bn|B j).
Proof. Since Bαβ = Bprodαβ for the product box, Tαβ = 0 ∀
αβ. For any box that can not written in the product form,
Bαβ , Bprodαβ which, in turn, implies that Tαβ > 0 for any
nonproduct box. 
3. Maximization in Eq. (18) makes T invariant under
LRO and permutation of the parties. As the canoni-
cal decomposition for quantum correlations in Eq. (17)
implies that maxBαβ contains the total amount of non-
classicality in the given JPD, maximization is used in
Eq. (18) rather than minimization.
Proof. Under local reversible operations and the permutation
of the parties Tαβ in Eq. (18) transform into each other. 
Theorem 1. As a consequence of the three properties of T
given above, the additivity relation for quantum correlations
follows,
T = G + Q ± C. (19)
Here C quantifies classical correlations.
Proof. Consider the correlation given by the canonical de-
composition in Eq. (17). Since this correlation maximizes
B00,
T (P) = |B00(P) − Bprod00 (P)|
=
∣∣∣∣4G′+2Q′+(1 − G′ − Q′) (B00 (PQ=0G=0) − Bprod00 (PQ=0G=0))∣∣∣∣
= G + Q ± C, (20)
where
C = (1 − G′ − Q′) ∣∣∣∣B00 (PQ=0G=0) − Bprod00 (PQ=0G=0)∣∣∣∣ . (21)

IV. QUANTUM CORRELATIONS
Here we study total correlations in the quantum boxes ob-
tained by spin projective measurements on the two-qubit sys-
tems: Alice performs measurements Ai = aˆi · ~σ on her qubit
along the two directions aˆi and Bob performs measurements
B j = bˆ j · ~σ on her qubit along the two directions bˆ j. Quantum
theory predicts the behavior of the given box as follows,
P(am, bn|Ai, B j) = Tr
(
ρABΠ
am
Ai
⊗ ΠbnB j
)
, (22)
where ρAB is a density operator in the Hilbert spaceH2A ⊗H2B,
Π
am
Ai
= 1/2{1 + amaˆi · ~σ} and ΠbnB j = 1/2{1 + bnbˆ j · ~σ}, are the
projectors generating binary outcomes am, bn ∈ {−1, 1}.
Any quantum-quantum state which is neither a classical-
quantum state nor a quantum-classical state gives rise to (1) a
Bell discordant box which has G > 0 and Q = 0, (2) a Mer-
min discordant box which has G = 0 and Q > 0, and (3) a
Bell-Mermin discordant box which has G > 0 and Q > 0,
for three different incompatible measurements [4]. The set of
G = Q = 0 correlations forms a nonconvex subset of local
correlations. The set of quantum correlations that violate a
Bell-CHSH inequality is a subset of G > 0 correlations. The
set of quantum correlations that violate an EPR-steering in-
equality [17],
Mαβγ ≤
√
2, (23)
where [A0, A1] = −1 or [B0, B1] = −1, is a subset of Q > 0
correlations. The measurements that gives rise to maximal vi-
olation of a Bell-CHSH inequality (the Tsirelson bound) does
not give rise to the violation of an EPR-steering inequality
and vice versa due to the monogamy between nonlocality and
contextuality,
G + 2Q ≤ 4. (24)
For general incompatible measurements, quantum correla-
tions arising from the entangled states violate a Bell-CHSH in-
equality and an EPR-steering inequality simultaneously, how-
ever, trade-off exists between the amount of nonlocality and
the amount of contextuality as given by the above relation.
This trade-off relation is analogous to the trade-off relation
between KCBS and Bell-CHSH inequalities derived in Ref.
[18] in the sense that both reveals monogamy between con-
textuality and nonlocality.
Since the correlations arising from the product states, ρAB =
ρA ⊗ ρB, factorize as the product of marginals corresponding
to Alice and Bob, they have T = 0. The set of T = 0 boxes
is a subset of
{
PG=0Q=0
}
. Any nonproduct state can give rise to
nonzero T . The set of G > 0 boxes and Q > 0 boxes are the
subset of T > 0 boxes.
A. Maximally entangled state
Consider the correlations arising from the Bell state,
|ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 + |11〉), (25)
5for the measurement settings: ~a0 = xˆ, ~a1 = yˆ, ~b0 =
√
pxˆ −√
1 − pyˆ and ~b1 =
√
1 − pxˆ + √pyˆ, where 12 ≤ p ≤ 1. The
correlations can be decomposed as follows,
P = G′P000PR + Q′
P000PR + P110PR2
 + (1 − G′ − Q′)PN , (26)
where G′ = √1 − p and Q′ = √p − √1 − p. These
correlations violate the Bell-CHSH inequality i.e., B00 =
2
(√
p +
√
1 − p
)
> 2 if p , 1 and violate the EPR-steering
inequality i.e., M11 = 2√p >
√
2 if p , 12 . Since the cor-
relation maximally violates the Bell-CHSH inequality when
p = 12 , each pair in the ensemble of two-qubits exhibits nonlo-
cality for the chosen measurements [3]. When p is increased
from 12 to 1, the number of pairs exhibiting nonlocality de-
creases and goes to zero when p = 1. However, the corre-
lation maximally violates the EPR-steering inequality when
p = 1 which implies that each pair in the ensemble of two-
qubits exhibits local contextuality as the measurements gives
rise to bipartite version of the GHZ paradox [19, 20]. If p
is decreased from 1 to 12 , the number of pairs exhibiting lo-
cal contextuality decreases and the number of pairs exhibiting
nonlocality increases as the violation EPR-steering inequal-
ity decreases and the violation of Bell-CHSH inequality in-
creases. The total amount of correlations in the JPD given in
Eq. (26) is quantified by,
T = 2
(√
p +
√
1 − p
)
= G + Q =
{ G when p = 12Q when p = 1 ,
(27)
which implies that the JPD does not have the component of
classically correlated box. When the chosen measurements
are performed on the ensemble of two-qubits, each pair in
a fraction of the ensemble quantified by Q′ behaves contex-
tually, each pair in a fraction of the ensemble quantified by√
2G′ behaves nonlocally and the remaining fraction behaves
as noise.
B. Schmidt states
Consider the correlations arising from the Schmidt states
(pure nonmaximally entangled states) [21]:
ρS =
1
4
(
1 ⊗1 +c(σz⊗1 +1 ⊗σz)+s(σx⊗σx−σy⊗σy)+σz⊗σz
)
,
(28)
where c = cos 2θ, s = sin 2θ and 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi4 .
1. Bell-Schmidt box
(i) Maximally mixed marginals correlations:- The Schmidt
states give to the noisy PR-box:
P = s
[
1√
2
P000PR +
(
1 − 1√
2
)
PN
]
+ (1 − s)PN , (29)
for the measurement settings: ~a0 = xˆ, ~a1 = yˆ, ~b0 = 1√2 (xˆ − yˆ)
and ~b1 = 1√2 (xˆ+ yˆ). These correlations violate the Bell-CHSH
inequality i.e., B00 = 2
√
2s > 2 if s > 1√
2
. Since the local
box in Eq. (29) gives B00 = 0, violation of a Bell-CHSH
inequality is not achieved by entanglement when 0 < p ≤ 1√
2
.
The correlations have,
T = G = 2√2s, (30)
which implies that both T and G measure the distance of
the box from white noise. For this measurement settings, a
fraction of the ensemble quantified by s exhibits nonlocality
purely and the remaining fraction behaves as white noise.
(i) Nonmaximally mixed marginals correlations:- For the
Popescu-Rohrlich measurement settings [16]: ~a0 = zˆ, ~a1 = xˆ,
~b0 = cos tzˆ+sin txˆ and ~b1 = cos tzˆ−sin txˆ, where cos t = 1√1+s2 ,
the correlations admit the following decomposition,
P = s2
[
1√
1 + s2
PPR +
(
1 − 1√
1 + s2
)
PN
]
+
(
1 − s2
)
PG=0L (ρ). (31)
Here PG=0L (ρ) is a nonmaximally mixed marginals box arising
from the product state,
ρ = ρA ⊗ ρB, (32)
where
ρA = ρB =
1
2
[
1 +
c
1 − s2
]
|0〉 〈0| + 1
2
[
1 − c
1 − s2
]
|1〉〈1|.
The G = 0 box in this decomposition is responsible for the
violation of the Bell inequality when 0 < s ≤ 1√
2
; as the box is
already lifted to the face of the Bell polytope when s = 0, any
tiny amount of entanglement can give rise to the violation of
the Bell-CHSH inequality i.e., B00 = 2
√
1 + s2 > 2 if s > 0.
The correlations have,
T = G = 4s
2
√
1 + s2
. (33)
That is both G and T measure the distance of the box from
the local box in the canonical decomposition as PG=0L in Eq.
(31) is a product box. Despite the correlations in Eq. (29) do
not violate the Bell-CHSH inequality when 0 < s ≤ 1√
2
, they
have more nonlocality than the correlatios in Eq. (31) as the
former correlations have more irreducible PR-box component
than the latter correlations. When the Popescu-Rohrlich mea-
surements are performed on the Schmidt state, a fraction of
ensemble quantified by
√
2s2√
1+s2
exhibits nonlocality purely and
the pairs in the remaining fraction are uncorrelated.
For the settings ~a0 = zˆ, ~a1 = xˆ, ~b0 = 1√2 (zˆ + xˆ) and
~b1 =
1√
2
(zˆ − xˆ), the correlations can be decomposed as follows,
P = s
[
1√
2
PPR +
(
1 − 1√
2
)
PN
]
+ (1 − s)PG=0L (ρ), (34)
6where PG=0L (ρ) arises from the correlated state ρ =
1
2
(
1 + c1−s
)
|00〉 〈00| + 12
(
1 − c1−s
)
|11〉 〈11|. The difference be-
tween this box and the box in Eq. (29) is that the local box
in Eq. (34) is not a product box. The correlations violate the
Bell inequality i.e., B00 =
√
2(1 + s) > 2 if s >
√
2 − 1; since
the local box in Eq. (34) is nonproduct, more entangled states
violate the Bell inequality compared to the correlations in Eq.
(29). The correlations have G = 2√2s and T = √2s(1 + s).
Since the JPD has the component of classical correlated box,
it has T , G. The classical correlations is quantified by,
C = G − T = √2s(1 − s) > 0 when s , 0, 1. (35)
Thus, a fraction of the ensemble given by s exhibits nonlo-
cality purely and the pairs in the remaining fraction exhibits
classical correlations.
2. Mermin-Schmidt box
(i) For the settings ~a0 = xˆ, ~a1 = −yˆ, ~b0 = yˆ and ~b1 = xˆ, the
Schmidt states give rise to the noisy Mermin-box:
P = s
P000PR + P111PR2
 + (1 − s)PN , (36)
which violates the EPR-steering inequality i.e., M00 = 2s >√
2 if s > 1√
2
. These local correlations have,
T = Q = 2s, (37)
which implies that a fraction of the ensemble quantified by
s behaves contextually and the remaining fraction behaves as
white noise.
(ii) For the settings ~a0 = 1√2 (zˆ + xˆ), ~a1 =
1√
2
(zˆ − xˆ), ~b0 =
cos tzˆ − sin txˆ, and ~b1 = cos tzˆ + sin txˆ, where cos t = 1√1+s2 ,
the correlations can be decomposed as follows,
P = s2
 √2√
1 + s2
P000PR + P111PR2
 + 1 − √2√
1 + s2
 PN
+
(
1 − s2
)
PQ=0(ρ), (38)
where PQ=0(ρ) is a local box arising from the product state
in Eq. (32). Since the local box, PQ=0, in this decomposi-
tion gives local bound when s = 0, the box violates the EPR-
steering inequality i.e., M00 =
√
2
√
1 + s2 >
√
2 if s > 0.
The box has,
T = Q = 2
√
2s2√
1 + s2
. (39)
Since the Q = 0 box in Eq. (38) is a product box, the amount
of total correlations equals to Mermin discord. Notice that
the correlations in Eq .(36) have more Mermin discord than
that for the correlations in Eq. 38 which implies that the latter
correlations have less amount contextuality than the former
correlations.
For the settings ~a0 = 1√2 (zˆ + xˆ), ~a1 =
1√
2
(zˆ − xˆ), ~b0 =
1√
2
(zˆ − xˆ), and ~b1 = 1√2 (zˆ + xˆ), the Schmidt states give rise to
the following correlation,
P = s
P000PR + P111PR2
 + (1 − s)PG=0L (ρ), (40)
where PG=0L (ρ) arises from the correlated state ρ =
1
2
(
1 + c1−s
)
|00〉 〈00| + 12
(
1 − c1−s
)
|11〉 〈11|. This box violates
the EPR-steering inequality i.e., M00 = (1 + s) >
√
2 if
s >
√
2−1 which is larger violation than that for the box in Eq.
(36). The correlations have T = s(1 + s) and Q = 2s which
implies that the classical correlations in the JPD is quantified
as follows,
C = Q − T = s(1 − s) > 0 when s , 0, 1. (41)
3. Bell-Mermin-Schmidt box
(i) The correlations can be decomposed as follows:
P = (1 − q − g) PN + q2
(
P000PR + P
11γ
PR
)
+ g
[
1√
2
P000PR +
(
1 − 1√
2
)
PN
]
, (42)
for the settings: ~a0 = sxˆ + cyˆ, ~a1 = cxˆ− syˆ, ~b0 = 1√2 (xˆ + yˆ) and
~b1 = 1√2 (xˆ − yˆ), where q =
s||c+s|−|c−s||√
2
and g = |s(s − c)|. This
box gives,
G = 2√2s|s − c| > 0 except when θ , 0, pi
8
,
Q = s√2
∣∣∣∣|c + s| − |c − s|∣∣∣∣ > 0 except when θ , 0, pi4
=
{
2
√
2s2 when c > s
2
√
2cs when s > c
and
T =
{
2
√
2s2 when s > c
2
√
2cs when c > s
= G + Q, (43)
which implies that the box has nonclassical correlations
purely as the box does not have classical correlation com-
ponent; a fraction of the ensemble quantified by g exhibits
nonlocality purely, a fraction of the ensemble quantified by q
exhibits contextuality and the remaining fraction behaves as
white noise.
(ii) For the settings: ~a0 = cxˆ+szˆ, ~a1 = sxˆ−czˆ, ~b0 = 1√2 (xˆ+zˆ)
and ~b1 = 1√2 (−xˆ + zˆ), the correlations have the same amount
of G and Q as for the correlations in Eq. (42), however, they
have different amount of T which is given as follows,
T =
{ √
2s2(1 + s) when s > c√
2cs(1 + s) when c > s.
7Thus, the correlations arising from the latter settings (ii) have
the decomposition which has the same amount of PR-box and
Mermin box components as for the former settings (i) except
that white noise in Eq. (42) is replaced by the classically cor-
related box. The classical correlations is quantified by,
C = G + Q − T
=
{ √
2s2(1 − s) when s > c√
2cs(1 − s) when c > s.
C. Werner states
Consider the correlations arising from the Werner states
[22],
ρW = p|ψ+〉〈ψ+| + (1 − p) 14 . (44)
The Werner states are entangled if p > 13 and have nonzero
quantum discord if p > 0 [5]. Since the Werner states have
component of irreducible entangled state if p > 0, they can
give rise to nonclassical correlations if p > 0. As the Werner
states can only give rise to maximally mixed marginals corre-
lations, the nonclassical correlations arising from the Werner
states can not have component of classical correlation.
1. Bell-Werner box
The correlations have the following decomposition,
P = p
[
1√
2
P000PR +
(
1 − 1√
2
)
PN
]
+ (1 − p)PN . (45)
for the settings that corresponds to the correlation in Eq. (29).
These correlations have,
T = G = 2√2p. (46)
2. Mermin-Werner box
The Werner states give rise to the noisy Mermin box,
P = (1 − p)PN + p
P000PR + P111PR2
 , (47)
for the settings corresponding to the correlation in Eq. (36).
These correlations have,
T = Q = 2p. (48)
3. Bell-Mermin-Werner box
Th correlations admit the following decomposition:
P = (1 − q − r)PN + q2
(
P000PR + P
11γ
PR
)
+ |r|P000PR , (49)
for the settings: ~a0 =
√
pxˆ +
√
1 − pyˆ, ~a1 =
√
1 − pxˆ − √pyˆ,
~b0 = 1√2 (xˆ + yˆ) and
~b1 = 1√2 (xˆ − yˆ), where q = p
√
2(1 − p)
and r = 1√
2
p
(√
p − √1 − p). The box gives
G = 2√2p| √p − √1 − p| > 0 except when p , 0, 1
2
,
Q = √2p
∣∣∣∣√p + √1 − p − ∣∣∣∣√p − √1 − p∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
> 0 except when p , 0, 1
=
{
2p
√
2p when 0 ≤ p ≤ 12
2p
√
2(1 − p) when 12 ≤ p ≤ 1
and
T =
{
2p
√
2(1 − p) when 0 ≤ p ≤ 12
2p
√
2p when 12 ≤ p ≤ 1
= G + Q. (50)
D. Mixture of maximally entangled state with colored noise
Consider the correlations arising from the mixture of the
Bell state and the classically correlated state,
ρ = p|ψ+〉〈ψ+| + (1 − p)ρCC , (51)
where ρCC = 12 (|00〉〈00| + |11〉〈11|). Only when suitable in-
compatible measurements in the xz-plane are performed on
these states, they have different nonclassical behavior than the
Werner states.
1. Bell discordant box
For the settings that gives rise to the noisy PR-box in Eq.
(29),
T = G = 2√2p. (52)
The measurement settings, ~a0 = zˆ, ~a1 = xˆ, ~b0 = cos tzˆ +
sin txˆ and ~b1 = cos tzˆ − sin txˆ, where cos t = 1√
1+p2
, gives rise
to the violation of the Bell inequality, B00 = 2
√
1 + p2 > 2,
if p > 0. Since the box lies at the face of the Bell polytope
when p = 0, any tiny amount of entanglement gives rise to the
violation Bell-CHSH inequality. The correlations have G =
4p2√
1+p2
and T = 2 √1 + p2 which implies that the classical
correlations is quantified as follows,
C = T − G = 2(1 − p
2)√
1 + p2
. (53)
2. Mermin discordant box
The measurement settings, ~a0 = 1√2 (zˆ + xˆ), ~a1 =
1√
2
(zˆ − xˆ),
~b0 = cos tzˆ + sin txˆ and ~b1 = cos tzˆ − sin txˆ, where cos t =
81√
1+p2
, gives rise to the violation of the EPR-steering inequal-
ity, M00 =
√
2
√
1 + p2 >
√
2, if p > 0. The correlations
have Q = 2
√
2p2√
1+p2
and T = √2 √1 + p2 which implies that
the amount of classical correlations in the JPD is quantified as
follows,
C = T − Q =
√
2(1 − p2)√
1 + p2
. (54)
3. Bell-Mermin discordant box
For the measurement settings ~a0 =
√
pzˆ +
√
1 − pxˆ, ~a1 =√
1 − pzˆ − √pxˆ, ~b0 = 1√2 (zˆ + xˆ) and ~b1 = 1√2 (zˆ − xˆ), the cor-
relations have the same amount of Bell discord and Mermin
discord as for the correlations in Eq. (49), however, the box
has different amount of total correlations,
T =
{
(1 + p)
√
2(1 − p) when 0 ≤ p ≤ 12
(1 + p)
√
2p when 12 ≤ p ≤ 1
> G + Q, (55)
because of the classically correlated noise. The amount of
classical correlations is given by,
C = T − G − Q
=
{
(1 − p) √2(1 − p) when 0 ≤ p ≤ 12
(1 − p) √2p when 12 ≤ p ≤ 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We interpreted Bell discord and Mermin discord as distance
measures for nonlocality and contextuality which led us to
construct the distance measure, T , which is zero iff the box is
product. We have discussed the problem of separating the to-
tal correlations in the quantum boxes into nonlocality, contex-
tuality and classical correlations using these three measures.
We have studied the additivity relation for quantum correla-
tions in two-qubit systems. The distance measure interpreta-
tion has allowed us to understand why some entangled states
cannot lead to the violation of a Bell-CHSH inequality.
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